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1. Scope 
This provides a comprehensive listing of books, mainly in English, on the topic of 
experimental design relative to historical development, classification, construction, 
experimental layout, and statistical analysis. The books can be used as texts in courses 
and as references for research. It should be noted that most of the material presented 
in books places the emphasis on statistical analysis with little or nothing said about 
statistical design of an experiment. Construction and combinatorics of experimental 
design are entrenched as a branch of finite mathematics. Books in such areas are also 
listed. Published books presented at conferences on experimental design are also 
scanned. In addition, this list includes books and papers on experimental design 
presented in statistical conferences. Available textbooks with chapter(s) on experi- 
mental design are also mentioned. We have been selective, however, with conference- 
books and books in applications of design. An earlier version (1981) of our bibliogra- 
phy of books on experimental design listed 235 titles. The number of such books 
continues to grow, and the second version (1982) contained 396 titles. The present 
listing contains 625 titles. 
2. Motivation 
Experimental design (or the design of experiments) is a rapidly developing branch of 
mathematical statistics. The purpose of designing an experiment is to provide the 
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most efficient and economical methods of reaching valid and relevant conclusions 
from the experiment. The main principles of experimental design, as understood 
today, were developed by R.A. Fisher, F. Yates and their associates at the Rothamsted 
Experimental Station in England. ‘Randomization’, ‘ Replication’ and ‘Local Control’ 
are the basic principles of experimental design. Fisher has pictured their relationship 
as follows: 
‘Replication’ 





Diminution of Error 
I 
Precision increased 
The principles of confounding, orthogonality, and balancing have been enunciated by 
F. Yates and the partially balanced incomplete block design properties have been 
rigorously defined by R.C. Bose. 
The terms ‘experimental design’ or ‘the design of experiments’ are used in many 
ways, forms and senses in statistical literature and also by practitioners and combina- 
torists. Publications on the various aspects of experimental design have become 
numerous, dispersed, and more frequent in recent years. Thus, searching the literature 
for papers and books on a specified topic has become a difficult task which can be 
considerably alleviated by a bibliography. It is, therefore, useful to gather together all 
the literature concerning experimental design. Some such bibliographies are given 
various perspectives by different authors. Most of those consist mainly of papers, for 
example, see Federer (1980, 1981). Since there are also a large number of books on 
experimental design, but no listing of such books, we have prepared the present 
bibliography. 
3. Remarks 
This listing of books is intended to include all books which deal comprehensively 
with experimental design or which concentrate on a related special topic. When there 
are various editions, we list the latest one and give the first edition in parenthesis at the 
end. A rough hierarchical classification system was used. The following abbreviations 
are used in this bibliography: 
TA: Theory of Analysis and/or Applications 
TB: Table 
CM: Combinatorial Mathematics including Construction Methods. 
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Undoubtedly, there are books which have not come to the author’s attention and 
some materials which have been inadvertently omitted. Readers are invited to send 
corrections or additions to the author. 
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